Abstract. A method is described to determine exact solutions of general type in implicit form for the equations governing the steady two-dimensional motion of a viscous incompressible liquid.
Introduction. It is remarked in [1] that even when exact solutions of nonlinear differential equations are available it is not always possible to express the dependent variables as explicit functions of the independent variables. There are several instances in fluid mechanics where one or more integrations of the flow equations are possible and the net result is a representation for the independent variables as explicit functions of the velocity components. This results in a major simplification in spite of the fact that the quantities of physical interest are implicitly defined, and it may be desirable to carry out further analysis to determine an inverse function. One such example is the Jeffery-Hamel similarity solution [2] for the steady two-dimensional flow in a converging or diverging channel. Here two integrations of the flow equations are possible, and the result naturally expresses the angular space coordinate as an explicit function of the radial velocity in terms of an elliptic integral.
The starting point in [1] is a concise complex variable formulation for the equations governing the steady two-dimensional flow of a viscous incompressible liquid and the results of the analysis express a flow of general type in parametric form by means of twelve partial differential equations. These equations contain the stream function if/ and an auxiliary function a> related to the Bernoulli function and their first and second partial derivatives with respect to the space variables. The objective of this paper is to provide a substantial simplification of the parametric system by means of elimination of the derivatives and to express the space variables x, y as explicit functions <x> and ^, containing the arbitrary functions found through the integration process. Even with this simplified form of solution, the results are somewhat cumbersome, but may be more manageable for numerical computation when particular forms are chosen for the arbitrary functions to generate specific flow fields. As a check on the method, simple functions are chosen to recover a well-known potential solution. Finally it is noted that the elimination procedure is straightforward and it is not facilitated by the use of a symbolic computer program.
The flow equations and elimination procedure. It is necessary for the present analysis to recapture some of the results obtained in [ 1 ] expressed in the following way. If N(u>) is an arbitrary complex function of cu = <f>-y/ , with N'(co) / 0 and <f>, y both real, the equations 0,
where 
imply that
which is a concise complex variable formulation of the steady two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. Since A, B are complex, the complex function k is only partially determined from Eqs. (3), (4), and the function k is used to satisfy integrability conditions. Now it is shown in [1] that Eq. (1) implies
x WJ
where H is a arbitrary real function of w(J/a>v. Conversely Eq. (6) and
imply Eq. (1). This may be shown in the following way: Eq. (6) can be written as o\, V ~ x tan x = H(tan x), -^=tan*,
0Jx where x is rea^ differentiation with respect to x and y gives
and elimination of (x + H'(tan^)) produces the equation sin X ' Xy + cos X ' Xx -0.
It follows from Eq. (10) that there exists W such that
so that W to which in turn implies that W = F(a)), where F is an arbitrary function of co and F\a and, by elimination of / > f\oj)(dx = cos^,
[F'(to)Y(ax + ay)=l.
Since F{co) is arbitrary, it is appropriate to set
in which case it follows that Eqs. (7), (14) imply the complex equation (1) . Now from Eqs. (1), (2) it follows that
The integrability conditions <j)zl = <j>-", (//,-= y/-z , with 0, \j/ real, requirê
which are essentially two real partial differential equations to determine k and k . It follows that there are real functions a>, y/ that satisfy L' = L" = 0 and also satisfy L = 0. To determine the solutions, integrability conditions are applied to Eqs. (1), (5), and (6) or, equivalently, L = L' = L" = 0. In this case it is sufficient to consider the system of equations 
where the coefficients Ax , B{ , C{ are expressed by
Ax = [C -A -A)(E + E)2 -(E-E)2(C + A + A) + 2(A -A)(E2 -E2), (32) B. = i(A + A + C)F(E -E)-iF(A -A)(E + E) + i(BE -BE){E + E), (33) C. = F2(A + A + C)-F(B + B){E + E) + D{E + E)2 . (34)
In terms of the complex functions M(u>), M{a>), the coefficients Ax, Bx, C, are given by
(36) 2 Since b is real, it follows that 5, > AXCx , which is equivalent to
and again from Eq. (23) 
and L = 0 can be written in the form
Differentiation of Eq. (43) with respect to y , elimination of coy , and solving for x and y , gives the representations
It is a routine but cumbersome calculation to eliminate y/y, Al, Bl , C, from Eqs. (Mg-y/""' + Mevl(vi)f
Equations (46)- (48) define the stream function implicitly and the system is suitable for numerical computation for special forms of the arbitrary functions M(to), M(a>), and H. As a simple check of the procedure described here, consider the particular forms for M and H given by 
